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People-Centrism 
 
People-Centrism Measure: 
 
Comments or posts referring to “the people” as source of legitimacy or the general will. 
Conversely, posts and comments identifying opponents as “enemies of the people”. 
 
Keep in mind that this refers to the use of “the people” not “some people”. 
 
EXAMPLE: “Rachel Maddow is the biggest fraud in MSM and an enemy of the people.” 
 
Broad reading including people, citizens, country following Roodujin and Pauwels (2011: 
1274 f.) 
 
 
People-Centrism Question Wording: 
 
People Q1: Identifying specific signals of references to the true people 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
We now show you comments found in recent online-discussions on US politics. Many but 
not all these comments refer to the people, the country, or society. Please indicate if you 
feel the following comment … 
 
P1: refers to “the people” as a source of power or legitimacy (such as, they voted with the 
people, the people have made a wise decision)? 
 
P2: refers to individuals or groups as enemies of the people (such as Rachel Maddow is the 
biggest fraud in MSM and an enemy of the people.)? 
 
P3: refers to the will of citizens (such as, citizens have spoken, this is not what citizens 
actually wanted)? 
 
P4: refers to the will or the interests of the country (such as, the USA has woken, they are 
traitors to their country)? 
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Anti-Elitism 
 
Anti-Elitism Measure: 
 
Comments or posts clearly in opposition to established elites, such as: 
 
- the media, 
- big business,  
- big government (deep state), 
- political elites, 
- Hollywood, 
- or the system being rigged. 
 
Anti-Elitism Wording: 
 
Anti Q1: Identifying specific signals of anti-elitism 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
We now show you comments found in recent online-discussions on US politics. Many but 
not all these comments express skepticism or critique of social elites. Please indicate if you 
feel the following comment critiques or attacks 
 
A1: the media (such as, Rachel Maddow is garbage, Fox News wants war, nothing on MSM 
on the topic)? 
 
A2: big business (such as, depends if the bankers want to bleed us, this is just like Hollywood 
elites enforcing their will on the country)? 
 
A3: big government (such as, deep state)? 
 
A4: or the system being rigged? 
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Exclusion 
 
Exclusion Measure: 
 
Posts and comments that actively identify groups as an “other” while denigrating them or 
denying them legitimacy. Indicating that compromise with these groups is impossible. 
 
This can be in form of: 
o racial slurs, 
o explicit references to foreignness, 
o gender stereotypes, 
o specific subreddits. 
 
EXAMPLE: “One of them was Valerie Jarrett of "Planet of the Apes" fame.” 
 
EXAMPLE: “According to the Daily Fail, chivalry is sexism. Is there anything that feminists 
don’t see as sexist these days?” 
 
EXAMPLE: “Yeah, I would call it BS. Women have preferred a strong man since the dawn of 
time, and men have preferred non-pink haired lesbians since the dawn of time. The Feminist 
movement gained steam during the last 50-100 years, and it is going into overdrive and 
burning tons of fuel too fast. 
I hope this PC bullshit is going to stop soon. I believe in equality, but I would not call myself a 
feminist because I am a man. I would also not expect a female to call themselves a masculist, 
because that would also not make any sense. "Hey I'm pro this specific gender, that means I 
love equality" Uhm, yeah, no.” 
 
Exclusion Question Wording: 
 
Exclusion Q1: Identifying specific signals of exclusion 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
We now show you comments found in recent online-discussions on US politics. Many but 
not all these comments exclude others based on their membership in specific social groups. 
Please indicate if you feel the following comment derogatorily refers 
 
E1: to a racial group (such as, One of them was Valerie Jarrett of "Planet of the Apes" fame). 
 
E2: to a nationality different from the USA (such as, Poor America, shit ally vs shittier ally.). 
 
E3: to a gender group (such as, Yeah, I would call it BS. Women have preferred a strong man 
since the dawn of time, and men have preferred non-pink haired lesbians since the dawn of 
time. The Feminist movement gained steam during the last 50-100 years, and it is going into 
overdrive and burning tons of fuel too fast). 
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E4: to a different religion (such as, He found Islam had a certain aplomb; He would allah 
ackbar after every bomb). 
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Caring 
 
Caring Question Measure: 
 
We follow the literature on online self-help groups to identify public signals of caring (see 
e.g.Braithwaite et al., 1999; Coulson et al., 2007; Coursaris and Liu, 2009). Given the specifics 
of Reddit as a communication space, we selected three signals: 
 

- Tangible assistance (report of actually performed task, reported willingness of 
performable task), 

- Validation, 
- Emotional support. 

 
Following Rowe (2015: 128), we also query the direction of caring. Was the comment 
directed to someone present in the discussion or at someone or a group outside the 
communication space: 
 

- Directed at another commenter in discussion (Inter-personal) p. 128 
- Directed at someone not present in discussion (other-directed) p. 128 

 
 
Caring Question Wordings: 
 
Support Q1: Identifying specific signals of caring 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
We now show you comments found in recent online-discussions on US politics. Many but 
not all these comments express support or care toward others. Please indicate if you feel the 
following comment … 
 
ST1: reports tangible assistance by a commenter (such as, I just upvoted your comment, I 
just donated money to his campaign)? 
 
ST2: states willingness to provide tangible assistance by a commenter (such as, I would be 
willing to campaign for her, this should be upvoted, upvote party)? 
 
ST3: offers advice or further information to another participant in the discussion (such as, 
this is great information, why don’t you post it online; here is a piece of information you 
should all have a look at)? 
 
ST4: contains a statement of explicit appreciation or a compliment to an other (such as, this 
was an awesome post, this was very well said, you are a nimble operator, look at us nimble 
operators, good work, she killed it! He outfoxed them)? 
 
ST4: gives thanks (such as, thank you for this post, thank you for making this clear, I am 
grateful for her saying this)? 
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ST5: emotional support or expression of sympathy (such as, I feel you, I’d love to be there 
with you, you are soooo right on this, I know this is painful but you will make it)? 
 
ST6: cheering on own group (such as, go blue, catching up in Florida, Yeah, we won this)? 
 
 
Support Q2: Direction of Comment 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
Does the comment appear to be directed at… 
 

- another commenter in an ongoing discussion? 
- someone not present in the discussion, such as a politician, journalist, or group? 
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Impoliteness 
 
Impoliteness Measure: 
 
In identifying impolite comments, we follow Coe et al. (2014) as it brings the benefit of being 
itemized signal by signal. This allows us to split the coding into dedicated tasks only 
examining whether a comment fits with either of the signals. By merging the codes we then 
can categorize any comment as impolite containing either of the signals. These signals are: 
 

- Attack on a person (e.g., idiot, you’re dumb, Obamamama) 
- Attack on an idea (e.g., that policy is asinine, what a stupid idea) 
- Implying disingenuousness (e.g., liar, dishonest, not trustworthy) 
- Use of vulgar terms (e.g., crap, hell, bitching) 
- Disparaging the manner in which someone communicates (e.g., bellyache, blather, 

crying) 
 
Following Rowe (2015: 128), we also query the direction of impoliteness. Was the comment 
directed to someone present in the discussion or at someone or a group outside the 
communication space: 
 

- Directed at another commenter in discussion (Inter-personal) p. 128 
- Directed at someone not present in discussion (other-directed) p. 128. 
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Impoliteness Question Wordings: 
 
Impoliteness Q1: Identifying specific signals of incivility/impoliteness 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
We now show you comments found in recent online-discussions on US politics. Many but 
not all these comments contain attacks or impoliteness toward others. Please indicate if you 
feel the following comment … 
 
IT1: constitutes an attack on a person (e.g., idiot, you’re dumb, Obamamama)? 
 
IT2: constitutes an attack on a group (e.g., dumb socialists, Sandernistas, low energy voters)? 
 
IT3: constitutes an attack on an idea (e.g., that policy is asinine, what a stupid idea)? 
 
IT4: implies disingenuousness on behalf of another (e.g., liar, dishonest, not trustworthy)? 
 
IT5: uses vulgar terms (e.g., crap, hell, bitching)? 
 
IT6: disparages the manner in which someone communicates (e.g., bellyache, blather, 
crying)? 
 
 
Impoliteness Q2: Direction of Comment 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
Does the comment appear to be directed at … 
 

- another commenter in an ongoing discussion? 
- someone not present in the discussion, such as a politician, journalist, or group?  
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Expression of Shared Identity 
 
Expression of Shared Identity Measure: 
 
Explicit statement of group affiliation by the use of communally shared words or symbols. 
This could be:  
 

- shared slogans (such as MAGA) / slang 
- shared memes (such as, my energy is hiiiigh, no breaks on the Trump train, nimble 

Operators, pedes, centipedes) 
- shared accomplishment, or shared defeat (such as, yes we won!) 
- expression of group affiliation (true supporters like us)? 

 
Expression of Shared Identity Question Wording: 
 
Group Q1: Identifying specific signals of group membership/identity 
 
Answer Options: 
Yes, No 
 
We now show you comments found in recent online-discussions on US politics. Many but 
not all these comments express group membership or group identity. Please indicate if you 
feel the following comment … 
 
SI1: uses slogans shared by political camps (such as, MAGA, lock her up)? 
 
SI2: uses memes shared among political supporters (such as, my energy is hiiiigh, no breaks 
on the Trump train, nimble Operators, pedes, centipedes)? 
 
SI3: expresses group affiliation, notes shared accomplishment, or refers to shared defeat 
(such as, yes we won!)? 
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